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It's happening!
Argentinians are moving across the
Bridge.
We welcome others from Latin America
and North America.
Since our previous newsletter two
months ago, five people attested to
grades and a third person completed
their Solo Course. We will take them
through OT 3.

Links & Contacts:

We have more Field Auditors auditing.
In September, we audited or CSed ten
preclears.
Ten people attended a Telepathy
Seminar in September. You can read
some of their Success Stories in this
newsletter.
We will give seminars for new public in
the next few months.

Telepathy seminar

• Visit our website:
www.RonsOrgBA.net
• Any questions about
services write to
info@RonsOrgBA.net
• To subscribe to this
newsletter write to
lista@RonsOrgBA.net

TRs seminar
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The aims of scientology

The sun never sets on Scientology.

(by L. Ron Hubbard, September 1965)
1965)

And may a new day dawn for you, for those you love
and for Man.

A civilization without insanity, without criminals and
without war, where the able can prosper and honest beings can have rights, and where Man is free to rise to
greater heights, are the aims of Scientology.

Our aims are simple if great.
And we will succeed, and are succeeding at each new
revolution of the Earth.

First announced to an enturbulated world in 1950, these
aims are well within the grasp of our technology.

Your help is acceptable to us.

Nonpolitical in nature, Scientology welcomes any individual of any creed, race or nation.

[L. Ron Hubbard: ]

Our help is yours.

We seek no revolution. We seek only evolution to
higher states of being for the individual and for society.
We are achieving our aims.
After endless millennia of ignorance about himself, his
mind and the universe, a breakthrough has been made
for Man.

Personal integrity
(by L. Ron Hubbard)
Hubbard)
What is true for you is what you have observed yourself. And when you lose that,
you have lost everything.

Other efforts Man has made have been surpassed.
The combined truths of fifty thousand
years of thinking men, distilled and amplified by new discoveries about Man have
made for this success.
We welcome you to Scientology. We only
expect of you your help in achieving our
aims and helping others. We expect you to
be helped.
Scientology is the most vital movement on Earth today.
In a turbulent world the job is not easy. But then, if it
were, we wouldn’t have to be doing it.
We respect Man and believe he is worthy of help. We
respect you and believe you too can help.
Scientology does not owe its help. We have done nothing to cause us to propitiate. Had we done so we would
not now be bright enough to do what we are doing.
Man suspects all offers of help. He has often been betrayed, his confidence shattered. Too frequently he has
given his trust and been betrayed. We may err, for we
build a world with broken straws. But we will never betray your faith in us so long as you are one of us.

What is personal integrity? Personal
integrity is knowing what you know. What
you know is what you know and to have
the courage to know and say what you
have observed. And that is integrity and
there is no other integrity.
Of course, we can talk about honor, truth,
nobility—all these things as esoteric terms.
But I think they would all be covered very well if what
we really observed was what we observed, that we took
care to observe what we were observing, that we always
observed to observe. And not necessarily maintaining a
skeptical attitude, a critical attitude or an open mind—
not necessarily maintaining these things at all—but certainly maintaining sufficient personal integrity and sufficient personal belief and confidence in self and courage
that we can observe what we observe and say what we
have observed.
Nothing in Scientology is true for you unless you have
observed it and it is true according to your observation.
That is all.
[L. Ron Hubbard: ]
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Success Stories
“The real stat of an org is
Success Stories"
[HCOB 21 June 1970]

Solo Auditor Course
I tended to believe that I obtained
all the gains I could have got so far.
Nevertheless, I was mistaken because, as Ron had pointed out, and
I learnt once again, there would be
countless wins to acquire walking
up the bridge towards higher levels
of consciousness.
As long as I was exercising the
Solo Sessions the boundaries my
imagination had built were broken
up the very moment I could connect my intimate essence, my innermost self.
At that time I felt very thrilled to
settle in the recondite point from
there I flow, from there my spirit
springs endless. I identified that
sensation as a sort of Nirvana state
that can be enlarged more and more
to the point where nothing can startle me. Moreover, I noticed that if I
remain anchored at that point I do
not need external things because I
am infinitely resourceful and versatile as spiritual being.
Besides, meanwhile I was reflecting that my spiritual reserves are
immense due to their own nature, I
could also notice how the ARC to
my-self was growing and growing.
It was amazing to observe my
thoughts making the needle floats
because being my own auditor allowed me to watch the e-meter mirroring my spirit.
As I was witnessing how my
thoughts swung in an eventempered motion, coupled with the

new level of understanding myself
that I had achieved, my selfknowledge increased in a way that
filled me with enormous delight.
Capitally, I achieved a lot of gains
in this course but I choose one
which resumes them all and I like
to share with you: having the entire
responsibility for everything I
lived, I am aware that I can fix anything wrong that would still exist.
Not to mention that I am moving
forward with confidence and gratefulness for the tech that permits me
to bring forth the illusions my inner
self has arisen.
Finally, I want to say that I wish to
turn my dreams into reality and
when I see them become true I am
sure I will be dreaming and pursuing other dreams to live.
[PB 1.10.15]

OT I
I can't explain what happened, it is
weird as if everything were the
same, but I "passed to a different
state", with wins that showed up
out of the blue and without knowing how...
Each being has his/her side to improve because this level improved
me in that indeed. Thanks to Ron,
Bill, Max and Sole
[C.A.]

Grade 4
"In this Grade, besides having and
feeling the 4 EPs of the Grade, I
felt that my evil and malicious levels disappeared and little by little
my evil purposes went away from
me, and the layer of valences and
ways of being not nice in my past
disappeared to only be me with my
certainties and reality of my own
me." [A.R.]

Telepathy Seminar
Success Stories
This Seminar validates the ability
of the individual of communicate
without the need of MEST.
I understand that it is an innate virtue of the being. We can also observe it in other beings or creatures
like animals.
Thanks to the one that gave the opportunities of knowing ourselves
better.
[E.M. ]
I perceive myself with more ARC, I
have the purpose of practising and
practising with no consideration
about time, only to have the intention and self-discipline until rehabilitate and to free again my telepathy that is innate to me as a theta
being.
[E. B.]
After going through difficult moments, this was the first step towards ability to meet myself.
[M. G.]
Great! The experience has been
revealing to detect all types of
comm and thus to be cause and to
have more certainty of what happens around us.
[M. S.]

